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1) June 7, 2016—Homefolks: Fix It Right, Fix It Now!: 
  

I have emphasized that Northern Command (NORTHCOM) is responsible for 

America’s so-called Homeland Defense, but is failing to protect the people of the 

United States against the all too real electromagnetic pulse (EMP) threat — even 

though the Colorado Springs “powers that be” well understand the EMP threat 

and how to protect against it.  

  

This sad fact leads to the irony that the American People are being left 

vulnerable while almost a billion dollars is being spent to harden operations in its 

Cheyenne Mountain headquarters to improve confidence in carrying out their 

Cold War mission of providing warning of a ballistic missile attack on the United 

States. 

  

That valid hardening effort under their North American Aerospace Defense 

(NORAD) Command responsibilities betrays a major policy and bureaucratic 

disconnect that is leaving American citizens vulnerable to the existential EMP 

threat — while we, in fact, know how to protect against it. 

  

The bottom line is highlighted by Ted Koppel’s statement above, derived at least 

in part from Federal-State-Local “chain of command” issues and Posse 

Comitatus legal constraints. 

  

Citizens are pretty much on their own in dealing with a major shutdown of the 

Grid.  Furthermore, no one is actually in charge of changing these conditions — 

or in helping local communities prepare for such a calamity. 
  

2) Roscoe Bartlett American Hero: 
  
In May 1999, Roscoe went to Vienna with a bipartisan Congressional Delegation 
to meet with leaders of the Russian Duma to explore ending the Balkans War.  
NATO was bombing Serbia, a Russian ally.  
  
On day one of the meeting, the Russian Duma made a thinly veiled threat to end 
the Balkans War by making a nuclear EMP strike on the United States.  Thus, 
Moscow discredited the Clinton Administration's claim that the U.S. doesn't have 
to worry about EMP.  
  
In 2001, Rep. Bartlett established the Congressional EMP Commission with 
unanimous bipartisan support.   
  

http://highfrontier.org/june-7-2016-homefolks-fix-it-right-fix-it-now/
http://www.familysecuritymatters.org/publications/detail/roscoe-bartlett-american-hero?f=must_reads


The EMP Commission found that Iran--the world's leading sponsor of 
international terrorism--openly writes about destroying the United States with a 
nuclear EMP attack and has practiced such an attack in missile tests and 
exercises.  Russia, China, and North Korea all have the capability and plans to 
make an EMP attack on the United States.  
  
The Commission also warned that Mother Nature can inflict an EMP catastrophe 
by a solar super-storm, like the 1859 Carrington Event.  
  
In 1995, many belittled Roscoe Bartlett for sounding the alarm about EMP.  
 
3) What Would a Cyber Attack Mean to Control System Recovery – Is Extended 
Manual Operation Possible?: 

Control systems are systems of systems, not just Windows-based HMIs. The 
control system loop consists of data acquisition, field controllers, field sensors, 
field actuators, etc. not to mention all of the switches, routers, and firewalls. The 
field sensors, actuators, etc are generally not Windows-based. Many control 
system components are custom-built and cannot be replaced with off-the-shelf 
components which could extend outages or manual operation even longer. 

The US electric utilities and nuclear plants have no requirement to remove 
malware. DHS has acknowledged that BlackEnergy malware is in the US electric 
grids and possibly other critical infrastructures. Consequently, how will system 
integrity be assured that would allow manual operation following identification of 
malware?  Manual operation may be the only prudent approach until system 
integrity can be assured. However, that may not be as simple as it sounds. 

As Ray Parks who worked for Sandia National Laboratory for many years noted 
in an April 29, 2016 SACASEC posting (https://us-
mg6.mail.yahoo.com/neo/launch?.rand=502ma5rapkdk4#9781096986): “Every 
one of the power generation and refineries I've visited for assessment has 
claimed to have a backup plan using manual methods in case the I&C system 
goes down.  In reality, when you ask a few penetrating questions like "Who will 
be at each of these locations in the plant?" or "When did you last test the manual 
backup plan?" the truth comes out - their backup plan is a sham.  

This architecture adds an additional layer - the primary is the cloud solution, the 
secondary is the local control system solution, and the tertiary is the manual 
solution.  When did they last test their local control system solution for backup?  
Who knows how to operate the local control system? My experience mirrors 
Ray’s comments. 
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